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Major construction projects have a great influence on the national economy and society, wherein cooperative relationship between
construction suppliers plays an increasingly significant role in the overall supply chain system. However, the relationships between
suppliers are noncontractual, multistage, dynamic, and complicated. To gain a deeper insight into the suppliers’ cooperative
relationships, an evolutionary gamemodel is developed to explore the cooperation tendency ofmultisuppliers. A replicator dynamic
system is further formulated to investigate the evolutionary stable strategies of multisuppliers. Then, fourteen “when-then” type
scenarios are concluded and classified into six different evolutionary tracks.Meanwhile, the critical influencing factors are identified.
The results show that the suppliers’ production capacity, owner-supplier contract, and the owner’s incentive mechanism influence
the cooperation tendency of suppliers directly. The managerial implications contribute to insightful references for a more stable
cooperative relationship between the owner and suppliers.

1. Introduction

Critical infrastructure is an asset or system which is essential
for the maintenance of vital societal and economic functions
[1–3], areas concerned including the facilities for water
supply, security services, power system, transportation, and
so forth. In essence, major construction project is one of
the most important forms of critical infrastructure, such as
bridges and highways. If major construction projects fail,
the consequences would be enormous in scale, influencing
national politics, economy, society, environmental protec-
tion, public health system, and national security [2]. There-
fore, adequate attention should be placed on the major
construction projects.

However, there are still great complexities in the construc-
tion of major construction projects, especially those man-
ifested by complex technology, high duration, and quality
requirement. For example, in the construction ofHongKong-
Zhuhai-Macao Bridge, 425,000 million tons of steel needs
to be manufactured within three years, which has brought a
great challenge. Instead of traditional onsite manufacturing,
prefabrication is adopted in this project. Prefabrication is
a construction operation approach that aims to produce

assemblies and components of the project in a specialized
factory or other manufacturing sites in a standardized and
controlled process, which transfers project work activities
from the site to a safer and more efficient off-site location.
Efficient application of prefabrication enables the major
construction projects to attain higher productivity, improved
quality, and significant time-cost savings [4].

Moreover, a distributed supply chain has been formed
due to the production mode of standardization and modu-
larization, mass customization of prefabricated components
in a specialized factory, and assembly at the construction site.
For instance, in the project of Hong Kong-Zhuhai-Macao
Bridge, the production processes of the steel box girders are
divided into three parts, namely, plate unit manufacturing,
beam segment assembly, and in-site connection. Plate units,
a basic component of a steel box girder, are produced
in the off-site multisuppliers’ factories that are located in
Shanhaiguan, Wuhan, Nantong, and Yangzhou, respectively.
When the modular production is finished, units will be
transported to the Zhongshan base of each supplier for
the next assembling process. This distributed supply chain
adopts modular prefabricated production and large segment
assembly near the construction site, rather than traditional
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productionmode, which can save transportation cost, ensure
transportation safety, and minimize site waste [5, 6].

Although the use of prefabrication is quite favorable, only
a few (over 37%) construction suppliers would choose mod-
ularization and prefabrication at higher levels [7]. Previous
researches have explored several success factors for high lev-
els of prefabrication [8], in which the cooperative relationship
has been highlighted to affect prefabrication performance
especially [9]. The research shows that cooperation among
prefabrication suppliers allows them to obtain additional
resource with less investment in the distributed supply chain
[5, 8]. Therefore, the issue of stable cooperation tendency
between prefabrication suppliers has become highly relevant
for both academics and practitioners [10].

This paper focuses on the cooperation tendency among
suppliers who adopt prefabrication in major construction
projects (hereinafter referred to as supplier). There are sev-
eral traits of suppliers’ relationships. Firstly, their relation-
ships are different from owner-contractor and contractor-
subcontractor relationships that have been analyzed earlier
[11].The difference is that the relationships between suppliers
are noncontractual relationships, while general relationships
in project networks are contractual ones [12]. Secondly, the
relationships between suppliers are likely to be weak [13].
Besides, it is difficult to judge whether themajor construction
projects as complex systems can form cooperative relation-
ships or competitive relationships between suppliers, due
to the risks arising from asymmetric information, short-
sightedness, self-interest, and so on [14]. Thirdly, the stability
of cooperative relationships between suppliers is dynamical
[14]. It is necessary to place an emphasis on the multistage-
game cooperation rather than the one-stage-game coopera-
tion [15].

Therefore, this paper aims to gain a deeper insight into
the issues about the suppliers’ noncontractual cooperative
relationships in major construction projects when taking
their traits into consideration. In order to identify the relevant
factors that may influence the stability of the cooperative
relationship between suppliers and to explore the cooperation
tendency of this relationship, the evolutionary game theory
is adopted in this paper to cast new light into this issue.
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents a literature review on current researches. In
Section 3, a dynamical game model will be developed, where
“when-then” type scenarios are investigated and several crit-
ical influencing factors are analyzed as well. An application is
conducted to verify the evolutionary stable strategy (ESS) in
Section 4. Finally, conclusions and future research directions
are given in Section 5.

2. Literature Review

Competition among construction project participants has
been considered as an effective tool to improve efficiency,
reduce production cost, and maximize social welfare [16].
Then, a number of researches around competition in con-
struction projects have been done in academia [17]. Yet,
the demand for cooperation of high level among project
participants is gradually increasing due to the increased

uncertainty, complexity, technical difficulty, quality require-
ment, intensive knowledge, and time pressure [18].Therefore,
fostering cooperation among project participants has become
a large concern [19, 20].

Although cooperation is regarded as a one-dimensional
construct in some studies, more and more scholars demon-
strate that cooperation is a multidimensional concept [21].
Some of them classify cooperation into two forms based on
different attitudes [20]—namely, obligatory cooperation and
voluntary cooperation; others divide cooperation into three
categories based on the structure of the construction supply
chain [22]—namely, vertical, horizontal, or lateral—while
there are also some scholars who deal with cooperation
relationship from the perspective of contract: noncontractual
cooperation and contractual cooperation [12].

Cruijssen et al. [23] pointed out that most researches
focused on both vertical cooperation in supply chains and lat-
eral cooperation in supply networks, while Sariola and Mar-
tinsuo [12] considered that construction-specific researches
concentrated on the contractual relationships but ignored
the noncontractual relationships in the project network.
For instance, many scholars sought the factors that affect
cooperation and tried to give suggestions for promoting
vertical and contractual cooperation relationships. To be
more specific, Bemelmans et al. [24] carried out the research
on contractor-supplier contractual and vertical relationships.
Cheung et al. [25] identified the cooperative and aggressive
drivers in construction contracting and then provided useful
suggestions to facilitate an environment in fostering coop-
erative contracting. Paulraj et al. [26] proposed an interor-
ganizational communication as a relational competency to
enhance the buyer-supplier relationship. Kim and Netessine
[27] presented their ideas that expected margin commitment
(EMC) can promote cooperation between manufacturers
and suppliers. Quanji et al. [20] dimensionalized contractual
governance into control, coordination, and adaptation and
demonstrated the contractual governance effects on cooper-
ation in construction projects.

The cooperation relationships between suppliers which
this paper concentrates on belong to horizontal and noncon-
tractual cooperation. Nevertheless, Zineldin and Bredenlöw
[28] found that horizontal cooperation often failed for some
reasons, and more and more scholars emphasized the impor-
tance and advantages of horizontal cooperation. For example,
Jiang et al. [29] highlighted that local suppliers’ cooperation
may be an effective way for improving labor conditions.
Choi et al. [30] divided supplier-supplier relationships into
three archetypes: competitive, cooperative, and coopetitive.
He considered that suppliers can work closely together and
exchange ideas. Furthermore, a line of researches studying
horizontal cooperation relationship are carried out from dif-
ferent standpoints.Wu et al. [31] studied coopetitive supplier-
supplier relationships by using theory building through eight
case studies, and they illustrated the effect of buyers’ role in
managing supplier-supplier coopetition to improve supplier
performance. Saad et al. [32] investigated thatmore andmore
construction practitioners used the supply chain manage-
ment methods to establish long-term strategic cooperation
relationships, through the empirical analysis of the British
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construction industry. Hong and Hartley [33] explored three
approaches that the buyers can adopt to manage supplier-
supplier interface. Lazzarini et al. [34] demonstrated that the
interaction between buyer-supplier (vertical) and supplier-
supplier (horizontal) alliances depended on the level of
technological uncertainty.

Note that existing studies confirm that cooperative rela-
tionships are not easily to be established [35]. Previous
studies have already realized the importance of cooperative
relationships and explored several critical success factors in
implementation of cooperation [36]. Nevertheless, the issues,
such as under what conditions the cooperation can be formed
(“when-then” type scenarios), what the trajectory of the
dynamic change is in the relationships between suppliers, and
how the stability of the cooperative relationship between
suppliers is, are also great concerns for both scholars and
practitioners. Although the relevant research has emerged
[37–39], the researches about these topics are rare, especially
in construction industry.

The evolutionary game theory is a theory that combines
game theorywith biodynamic evolution process. It carries out
economic system researches and is mainly used to analyze
the balance point and stability of the players’ strategies [40].
In general, the players’ interaction behaviors directly affect
their payoff. Besides, the players are implied to be bounded
rational; therefore, they cannot find the optimal strategy
from the beginning. Instead, they would attempt to improve
their selections through continuous learning. In fact, the key
of evolutionary game theory lies in finding the frequencies
of strategies adjusted and adopted in the population as an
evaluation criterion in making decisions during the evolu-
tionary game process [15]. Therefore, the evolutionary game
theory is a widely utilized tool to analyze the competition
and cooperation between rational decision makers, which
does not need to consider the effect of the contract [15].
For example, Xu et al. [14] applied stochastic evolutionary
game theory to analyze the stability of cooperation among
members in a strategic alliance against external opportunism.
Liu et al. [41] analyzed investors’ opportunistic behavior and
the impact of government supervision during the operational
period in PPP projects with the evolutionary game theory. Ji
et al. [15] adopted evolutionary game theory to evaluate
the green purchasing relationships for the manufacturing
industry.

Considering a huge demand in major construction
projects and the situation, the owner delegates multiple
suppliers to provide the same products, and the suppliers are
always bounded rational because of information asymmetry
and the limitation of humans’ cognition. On the other hand,
in the construction supply chain, the relationship between the
suppliers is noncontractual cooperation or noncooperation,
so it is natural to apply the evolutionary game theory to
explore the game process of continuous learning and the
changing of cooperation tendency among multistakeholders
(suppliers). Feng et al. [42] investigated the influence of
benefit distribution mechanism and incentive and penalty
mechanism on the cooperative mechanism of prefabricated
producers. However, the drawbacks are that they considered

producers’ cooperation relationship as contractual relation-
ship and distributed excess returns, which is hardly to realize
in competitive producers. And they mainly focused on the
basis of penalties and incentive mechanisms from suppliers’
perspective only. Due to the deficiency, we will develop an
evolutionary gamemodel based on an empirical research and
with application on an actual major construction project.The
novelty of our model is that the suppliers’ production capac-
ity, owner-supplier contract, and incentive mechanism are all
taken into account. Therefore, based on the researches above
and the evolutionary game theory, the paper investigates the
evolutionary track of the relationships between suppliers,
concludes “when-then” type scenarios, and explores the
critical influencing factors and critical factors’ impact on the
stability of cooperative relationship. The results will provide
suggestions for the owners of themajor construction projects,
who are willing to promote cooperation among suppliers.

3. An Evolutionary Game Model for
Cooperation Mechanism

3.1. Model Description. The paper focuses on the cooperative
relationships between suppliers who provide key components
for major construction projects. Due to the characteristics
of huge technical difficulties, quality requirement, intensive
knowledge, and tight duration, the suppliers tend to cooper-
ate with other suppliers, such as equipment sharing, resource
sharing, technology sharing, and even R&D (research and
development), in order to meet the requirements and reduce
production costs.However, spillover effectwill comeupwhen
heterogeneous suppliers cooperate mutually, which means
the core technology and knowledge would be learned by
competitors in the same industry.Therefore, the suppliers are
likely to choose noncooperative strategies. In addition, as the
suppliers are generally bounded rational, it is difficult for the
suppliers who are constrained by their own cognitive level
and inferential capability to make the optimal decision for
the first time. And they may adjust their strategies to gain
higher profits based on observation and learning during each
delivery cycle. Thus, in order to comprehensively explore the
relationship between suppliers, an evolutionary game model
is developed.

The model assumes that there are two kinds of suppliers
in the game: supplier I and supplier II, who provide the same
products to the owner. And incentive contracts are signed
between each supplier and the owner in order to, respectively,
specify the order quantities, unit prices, and unit incentive
prices of different products. The notations are as follows:

𝑘: index for different kinds of products; 𝑘 =1, 2, 3, . . . , 𝑙
𝑑𝑘
1
, 𝑑𝑘
2
: the order quantity of product 𝑘 of supplier I

and supplier II, respectively

𝑚𝑘: the unit price of product 𝑘 paid by the owner for
both suppliers

𝑛𝑘: the unit incentive price of product 𝑘 paid by the
owner for both suppliers
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Table 1: Payoff matrix between suppliers.

Parties in the game Supplier II
Cooperation Noncooperation

Supplier I Cooperation 𝜋1
𝑐𝑐
, 𝜋2
𝑐𝑐

𝜋1
𝑐𝑛
, 𝜋2
𝑐𝑛

Noncooperation 𝜋1
𝑛𝑐
, 𝜋2
𝑛𝑐

𝜋1
𝑛𝑛
, 𝜋2
𝑛𝑛

𝜌𝑘: the probability of succeeding in improving the
quality of product 𝑘 and reducing production time of
product 𝑘 when both suppliers choose to cooperate
with each other; 0 < 𝜌𝑘 < 1
𝛽𝑘: the probability of succeeding in improving the
quality of product 𝑘 and reducing production time
of product 𝑘 when only one supplier chooses to
cooperate; apparently, 𝛽𝑘 < 𝜌𝑘 and 0 < 𝛽𝑘 < 1
𝑐𝑘
1
, 𝑐𝑘
2
: the unit production cost of product 𝑘of supplier

I and supplier II, respectively
𝛾𝑘
1
, 𝛾𝑘
2
: the coefficient of spillover effect of product 𝑘

for supplier I and supplier II, respectively, assumed as
cost externality generated from cooperation
𝑓𝑘
1
, 𝑓𝑘
2
: the cooperation cost of product 𝑘 of supplier

I and supplier II, respectively, such as new equipment
purchase cost, expert consultation fee, and innovation
cost.

3.2. Model Establishment and Solution. Based on the descrip-
tions above, the payoff matrix between suppliers can be
established, as shown in Table 1, where the payoff functions
of supplier I are as follows:

𝜋1
𝑐𝑐
= 𝑑𝑘
1
(𝑚𝑘 + 𝜌𝑘𝑛𝑘) − 1

1 + 𝛾𝑘
1

𝑑𝑘
1
𝑐𝑘
1
− 𝑓𝑘
1
,

𝜋1
𝑐𝑛
= 𝑑𝑘
1
(𝑚𝑘 + 𝛽𝑘𝑛𝑘) − 1

1 + 𝛾𝑘
1

𝑑𝑘
1
𝑐𝑘
1
− 𝑓𝑘
1
,

𝜋1
𝑛𝑐
= 𝑑𝑘
1
(𝑚𝑘 + 𝛽𝑘𝑛𝑘) − 𝑑𝑘

1
𝑐𝑘
1
,

𝜋1
𝑛𝑛
= 𝑑𝑘
1
𝑚𝑘 − 𝑑𝑘

1
𝑐𝑘
1

(1)

and the payoff functions of supplier II are as follows:

𝜋2
𝑐𝑐
= 𝑑𝑘
2
(𝑚𝑘 + 𝜌𝑘𝑛𝑘) − 1

1 + 𝛾𝑘
2

𝑑𝑘
2
𝑐𝑘
2
− 𝑓𝑘
2
,

𝜋2
𝑐𝑛
= 𝑑𝑘
2
(𝑚𝑘 + 𝛽𝑘𝑛𝑘) − 𝑑𝑘

2
𝑐𝑘
2
,

𝜋2
𝑛𝑐
= 𝑑𝑘
2
(𝑚𝑘 + 𝛽𝑘𝑛𝑘) − 1

1 + 𝛾𝑘
2

𝑑𝑘
2
𝑐𝑘
2
− 𝑓𝑘
2
,

𝜋2
𝑛𝑛
= 𝑑𝑘
2
𝑚𝑘 − 𝑑𝑘

2
𝑐𝑘
2
.

(2)

In the gamemodel, the two suppliers have different strate-
gies and payoffs. Assume that 𝑥 represents the possibility
of supplier I taking a cooperative strategy, and then the
possibility of taking the noncooperative strategy is 1 − 𝑥.
Similarly, 𝑦 represents the possibility of supplier II taking a

cooperative strategy, and then the possibility of taking the
noncooperative strategy is 1 − 𝑦. Thus, (𝑥, 𝑦) ∈ [0, 1] ×[0, 1]. When the expected payoffs of the two players are lower
than their average expected payoffs, a player may adjust his
strategies during the game process. So, 𝑥 and 𝑦 are changing
[15].

According to Table 1, let 𝐸11 and 𝐸12 be the expected pay-
offs of supplier Iwho takes different strategies (cooperation or
noncooperation, resp.), and then, 𝐸11 and 𝐸12 are as follows:

𝐸11 = 𝑦𝜋1𝑐𝑐 + (1 − 𝑦) 𝜋1𝑐𝑛
= 𝑑𝑘
1
𝑚𝑘 − 1

1 + 𝛾𝑘
1

𝑑𝑘
1
𝑐𝑘
1
− 𝑓𝑘
1
+ 𝑦𝑑𝑘
1
𝜌𝑘𝑛𝑘

+ (1 − 𝑦) 𝑑𝑘
1
𝛽𝑘𝑛𝑘,

𝐸12 = 𝑦𝜋1𝑛𝑐 + (1 − 𝑦) 𝜋1𝑛𝑛 = 𝑑𝑘1𝑚𝑘 − 𝑑𝑘1𝑐𝑘1 + 𝑦𝑑𝑘1𝛽𝑘𝑛𝑘.

(3)

The average expected payoff of supplier I is

𝐸1 = 𝑥𝐸11 + (1 − 𝑥) 𝐸12
= 𝑑𝑘
1
𝑚𝑘 − 𝑥( 1

1 + 𝛾𝑘
1

𝑑𝑘
1
𝑐𝑘
1
+ 𝑓𝑘
1
− 𝑦𝑑𝑘
1
𝜌𝑘𝑛𝑘)

− (1 − 𝑥) 𝑑𝑘
1
𝑐𝑘
1
+ (𝑥 + 𝑦 − 2𝑥𝑦) 𝑑𝑘

1
𝛽𝑘𝑛𝑘.

(4)

Similarly, let 𝐸21 and 𝐸22 be the expected payoffs of
supplier II who takes different strategies (cooperation or
noncooperation, resp.), and then, 𝐸21 and 𝐸22 are as follows:

𝐸21 = 𝑑𝑘2𝑚𝑘 − 1
1 + 𝛾𝑘
2

𝑑𝑘
2
𝑐𝑘
2
− 𝑓𝑘
2
+ 𝑥𝑑𝑘
2
𝜌𝑘𝑛𝑘

+ (1 − 𝑥) 𝑑𝑘
2
𝛽𝑘𝑛𝑘,

𝐸22 = 𝑑𝑘2𝑚𝑘 − 𝑑𝑘2𝑐𝑘2 + 𝑥𝑑𝑘2𝛽𝑘𝑛𝑘.
(5)

The average expected payoff of supplier II is

𝐸2 = 𝑦𝐸21 + (1 − 𝑦) 𝐸22
= 𝑑𝑘
2
𝑚𝑘 − 𝑦( 1

1 + 𝛾𝑘
2

𝑑𝑘
2
𝑐𝑘
2
+ 𝑓𝑘
2
− 𝑥𝑑𝑘
2
𝜌𝑘𝑛𝑘)

− (1 − 𝑦) 𝑑𝑘
2
𝑐𝑘
2
+ (𝑥 + 𝑦 − 2𝑥𝑦) 𝑑𝑘

2
𝛽𝑘𝑛𝑘.

(6)

In a replicator dynamic system, the greatly significant
growth rate of a strategy can reflect the evolutionary direc-
tion. It generally depends on the speed at which the players
learn and imitate. Based on the research of Friedman [43] and
Xiao and Yu [44], the growth rate of a strategy selected by
the suppliers should be equal to its expected payoffminus the
average expected payoff. Therefore, the replicator dynamic
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equations of supplier I and supplier II are as follows, respec-
tively:

𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑡 = 𝑥 (1 − 𝑥) [𝑦 (𝜌𝑘 − 2𝛽𝑘) 𝑑𝑘1𝑛𝑘 +
𝛾𝑘
11 + 𝛾𝑘
1

𝑑𝑘
1
𝑐𝑘
1
− 𝑓𝑘
1

+ 𝑑𝑘
1
𝛽𝑘𝑛𝑘] ,

𝑑𝑦
𝑑𝑡 = 𝑦 (1 − 𝑦) [𝑥 (𝜌𝑘 − 2𝛽𝑘) 𝑑𝑘2𝑛𝑘 +

𝛾𝑘
21 + 𝛾𝑘
2

𝑑𝑘
2
𝑐𝑘
2
− 𝑓𝑘
2

+ 𝑑𝑘
2
𝛽𝑘𝑛𝑘] .

(7)

According to the stability theorem of differential equa-
tions, the equilibrium point of the replicator dynamic equa-
tions presented by (7) should satisfy 𝑑𝑥/𝑑𝑡 = 0, 𝑑𝑦/𝑑𝑡 = 0,
and (𝑥, 𝑦) ∈ [0, 1] × [0, 1].

Apparently, 𝑂(0, 0), 𝐴(0, 1), 𝐵(1, 0), and 𝐶(1, 1) are
the four fixed equilibrium points. For convenience, let 𝑥∗

= [𝛾𝑘
2
𝑑𝑘
2
𝑐𝑘
2
+ (1 + 𝛾𝑘

2
)(𝑑𝑘
2
𝛽𝑘𝑛𝑘 − 𝑓𝑘

2
)]/[(1 + 𝛾𝑘

2
)(2𝛽𝑘 − 𝜌𝑘)𝑑𝑘

2
𝑛𝑘],𝑦∗ = [𝛾𝑘

1
𝑑𝑘
1
𝑐𝑘
1
+ (1 + 𝛾𝑘

1
)(𝑑𝑘
1
𝛽𝑘𝑛𝑘 − 𝑓𝑘

1
)]/[(1 + 𝛾𝑘

1
)(2𝛽𝑘 −𝜌𝑘)𝑑𝑘

1
𝑛𝑘], 𝑟1 = 𝑓𝑘

1
− 𝛾𝑘
1
𝑑𝑘
1
𝑐𝑘
1
/(1 + 𝛾𝑘

1
), 𝑟2 = 𝑓𝑘

2
− 𝛾𝑘
2
𝑑𝑘
2
𝑐𝑘
2
/(1 +𝛾𝑘

2
), 𝑟11 = (𝜌𝑘 − 𝛽𝑘)𝑑𝑘

1
𝑛𝑘, 𝑟12 = 𝛽𝑘𝑑𝑘

1
𝑛𝑘, 𝑟21 = (𝜌𝑘 −𝛽𝑘)𝑑𝑘

2
𝑛𝑘,and 𝑟22 = 𝛽𝑘𝑑𝑘

2
𝑛𝑘; then, 𝐷(𝑥∗, 𝑦∗) is also an

equilibriumpoint whenmeeting the following conditions: (1)
when 2𝛽𝑘 − 𝜌𝑘 ≥ 0, 𝑟11 ≤ 𝑟1 ≤ 𝑟12, and 𝑟21 ≤ 𝑟2 ≤ 𝑟22, or (2)
when 2𝛽𝑘 − 𝜌𝑘 < 0, 𝑟12 < 𝑟1 < 𝑟11, and 𝑟22 < 𝑟2 < 𝑟21.

Here, 𝑟1, 𝑟2 represent the extra costs due to cooperation
of supplier I and supplier II, respectively; 𝑟11, 𝑟21 represent
the margins between the expected incentive incomes of both
sides choosing to cooperate and of only one side choosing
to cooperate of supplier I and supplier II, respectively; and𝑟12, 𝑟22 represent the expected incentive incomes of only
one side choosing to cooperate of supplier I and supplier II,
respectively.

3.3. Model Discussion. Based on the research proposed by
Friedman [43], the stability condition at the equilibrium
points can be obtained by the application of Jacobian matrix.
Thus, the Jacobian matrix of the differential equation system
made of (7) is

𝐽

= [[[[
[

(1 − 2𝑥) [𝑦 (𝜌𝑘 − 2𝛽𝑘) 𝑑𝑘
1
𝑛𝑘 + 𝛾𝑘

11 + 𝛾𝑘
1

𝑑𝑘
1
𝑐𝑘
1
− 𝑓𝑘
1
+ 𝑑𝑘
1
𝛽𝑘𝑛𝑘] 𝑥 (1 − 𝑥) (𝜌𝑘 − 2𝛽𝑘) 𝑑𝑘

1
𝑛𝑘

𝑦 (1 − 𝑦) (𝜌𝑘 − 2𝛽𝑘) 𝑑𝑘
2
𝑛𝑘 (1 − 2𝑦) [𝑥 (𝜌𝑘 − 2𝛽𝑘) 𝑑𝑘

2
𝑛𝑘 + 𝛾𝑘

21 + 𝛾𝑘
2

𝑑𝑘
2
𝑐𝑘
2
− 𝑓𝑘
2
+ 𝑑𝑘
2
𝛽𝑘𝑛𝑘]

]]]]
]
. (8)

Thedeterminant (det) and the trace (tr) of 𝐽 are as follows:
det 𝐽 = (1 − 2𝑥) (1 − 2𝑦)
⋅ [𝑦 (𝜌𝑘 − 2𝛽𝑘) 𝑑𝑘

1
𝑛𝑘 + 𝛾𝑘

1
𝑑𝑘
1
𝑐𝑘
1(1 + 𝛾𝑘
1
) − 𝑓𝑘1 + 𝑑𝑘1𝛽𝑘𝑛𝑘]

⋅ [𝑥 (𝜌𝑘 − 2𝛽𝑘) 𝑑𝑘
2
𝑛𝑘 + 𝛾𝑘

2
𝑑𝑘
2
𝑐𝑘
2(1 + 𝛾𝑘
2
) − 𝑓𝑘2 + 𝑑𝑘2𝛽𝑘𝑛𝑘]

− 𝑥 (1 − 𝑥) (𝜌𝑘 − 2𝛽𝑘) 𝑑𝑘
1
𝑛𝑘𝑦 (1 − 𝑦) (𝜌𝑘 − 2𝛽𝑘)

⋅ 𝑑𝑘
2
𝑛𝑘,

tr 𝐽 = (1 − 2𝑥)
⋅ [𝑦 (𝜌𝑘 − 2𝛽𝑘) 𝑑𝑘

1
𝑛𝑘 + 𝛾𝑘

1
𝑑𝑘
1
𝑐𝑘
1(1 + 𝛾𝑘
1
) − 𝑓𝑘1 + 𝑑𝑘1𝛽𝑘𝑛𝑘]

+ (1 − 2𝑦)
⋅ [𝑥 (𝜌𝑘 − 2𝛽𝑘) 𝑑𝑘

2
𝑛𝑘 + 𝛾𝑘

2
𝑑𝑘
2
𝑐𝑘
2(1 + 𝛾𝑘
2
) − 𝑓𝑘2 + 𝑑𝑘2𝛽𝑘𝑛𝑘] .

(9)

The stability conditions of the replicator dynamic equa-
tions will be divided into fourteen scenarios. The fourteen
scenarios can be classified into the following six kinds of

diagrams on the dynamic evolution of the equilibrium points
(see Figure 1).

Category 1. When 𝑟1 ≥ max(𝑟11, 𝑟12) and 𝑟2 ≥ max(𝑟21, 𝑟22),
or when 2𝛽𝑘 − 𝜌𝑘 < 0, 𝑟1 ≥ max(𝑟11, 𝑟12), and 𝑟22 < 𝑟2 < 𝑟21,
or when 2𝛽𝑘 − 𝜌𝑘 < 0, 𝑟12 < 𝑟1 < 𝑟11, and 𝑟2 ≥ max(𝑟21, 𝑟22),
that is, when compared to the margin between the expected
incentive incomes of both sides choosing to cooperate and of
only one side choosing to cooperate, as well as the expected
incentive income of only one side choosing to cooperate, the
extra costs due to cooperation of both supplier I and supplier
II (𝑟1, 𝑟2) are high enough, at which point the dynamic system
is eventually evolved to choose noncooperation strategy by
both suppliers. 𝑂(0, 0) is the only stable point of the system.

Category 2. When 𝑟1 ≥ max(𝑟11, 𝑟12) and 𝑟2 ≤ max(𝑟21, 𝑟22),
or when 2𝛽𝑘−𝜌𝑘 ≥ 0, 𝑟1 ≥ max(𝑟11, 𝑟12), and 𝑟21 < 𝑟2 < 𝑟22, or
when 2𝛽𝑘 −𝜌𝑘 ≥ 0, 𝑟11 < 𝑟1 < 𝑟12, and 𝑟2 ≤ max(𝑟21, 𝑟22), that
is, when compared to themargin between the expected incen-
tive incomes of both sides choosing to cooperate and of only
one side choosing to cooperate, as well as the expected incen-
tive income of only one side choosing to cooperate, the extra
cost due to cooperation of supplier I (𝑟1) is high enough,
while the extra cost due to cooperation of supplier II (𝑟2) is
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Figure 1: Diagrams on the dynamic evolution of the equilibrium points.
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low enough, at which point the dynamic system is eventually
evolved to choose noncooperation strategy by supplier I and
choose cooperation strategy by supplier II.𝐴(0, 1) is the only
stable point of the system.

Category 3. When 𝑟1 ≤ max(𝑟11, 𝑟12) and 𝑟2 ≥ max(𝑟21, 𝑟22),
or when 2𝛽𝑘 − 𝜌𝑘 ≥ 0, 𝑟11 ≤ 𝑟1 ≤ 𝑟12, and 𝑟2 ≥ max(𝑟21, 𝑟22),
or when 2𝛽𝑘 − 𝜌𝑘 ≥ 0, 𝑟1 ≤ max(𝑟11, 𝑟12), and 𝑟21 ≤ 𝑟2 ≤ 𝑟22,
that is, when compared to the margin between the expected
incentive incomes of both sides choosing to cooperate and of
only one side choosing to cooperate, as well as the expected
incentive income of only one side choosing to cooperate,
the extra cost due to cooperation of supplier I (𝑟1) is low
enough, while the extra cost due to cooperation of supplier
II (𝑟2) is high enough, at which point the dynamic system is
eventually evolved to choose cooperation strategy by supplier
I and choose noncooperation strategy by supplier II. 𝐵(1, 0)
is the only stable point of the system.

Category 4. When 𝑟1 ≤ max(𝑟11, 𝑟12) and 𝑟2 ≤ max(𝑟21, 𝑟22),
or when 2𝛽𝑘−𝜌𝑘 < 0, 𝑟12 < 𝑟1 < 𝑟11, and 𝑟2 ≤ max(𝑟21, 𝑟22), or
when 2𝛽𝑘 −𝜌𝑘 < 0, 𝑟1 ≤ max(𝑟11, 𝑟12), and 𝑟22 < 𝑟2 < 𝑟21, that
is, when compared to themargin between the expected incen-
tive incomes of both sides choosing to cooperate and of only
one side choosing to cooperate, as well as the expected
incentive income of only one side choosing to cooperate, the
extra costs due to cooperation of both supplier I and supplier
II (𝑟1, 𝑟2) are low enough, at which point the dynamic system
is eventually evolved to choose cooperation strategy by both
suppliers. 𝐶(1, 1) is the only stable point of the system.

Category 5. When 2𝛽𝑘 − 𝜌𝑘 ≥ 0, 𝑟11 ≤ 𝑟1 ≤ 𝑟12, and 𝑟21 ≤ 𝑟2 ≤𝑟22, that is, when the probability of succeeding in improving
the product quality and reducing production time when only
one supplier chooses to cooperate is higher than half of the
probability when both suppliers choose to cooperate and the
extra costs due to cooperation of both supplier I and supplier
II (𝑟1, 𝑟2) are higher than the margin between the expected
incentive incomes of both sides choosing to cooperate and
of only one side choosing to cooperate of each supplier,
respectively, and lower than the expected incentive income of
only one side choosing to cooperate of each supplier, respec-
tively, at which point the dynamic system is eventually
evolved to choose cooperation strategy by one supplier and
only one supplier chooses noncooperation strategy by the
other supplier. 𝐴(0, 1) and 𝐵(1, 0) are the stable points of the
system.

Category 6. When 2𝛽𝑘 − 𝜌𝑘 < 0, 𝑟12 < 𝑟1 < 𝑟11, and 𝑟22 < 𝑟2 <𝑟21, that is, when the probability of succeeding in improving
the product quality and reducing production time when only
one supplier chooses to cooperate is lower than half of the
probability when both suppliers choose to cooperate and
the extra costs due to cooperation of both supplier I and
supplier II (𝑟1, 𝑟2) are lower than the margin between the
expected incentive incomes of both sides choosing to coop-
erate and of only one side choosing to cooperate of each
supplier, respectively, and higher than the expected incentive

income of only one side choosing to cooperate of each sup-
plier, respectively, at which point the dynamic system is even-
tually evolved to either choose cooperation strategy by both
suppliers or choose noncooperation strategy by both suppli-
ers. 𝑂(0, 0) and 𝐶(1, 1) are the stable points of the system.

3.4. Model Analysis. Developing the cooperative relationship
between suppliers not only has a better impact on the owner’s
profit but also can promote the development of the industry.
Then, the focus of the paper is how to promote the suppliers
to choose cooperation strategy, which is tomake the dynamic
system converge to 𝐶(1, 1). Therefore, a further analysis on
category 4 and category 6 needs to be carried out. In category
4, it is clear that when the conditions are met, 𝐶(1, 1) will be
the only stable point of the system. Therefore, the following
analysis will focus on category 6.

In category 6, whether the system eventually converges
to𝑂(0, 0) or𝐶(1, 1) depends on the initial state of the system.
When the initial state falls into the area 𝑀 (i.e., quadrangle𝑂𝐴𝐷𝐵) in the diagram, the system will converge toward𝑂(0, 0), which means that the suppliers both choose nonco-
operation strategy; when the initial state falls into the area𝑁 (i.e., quadrangle 𝐶𝐴𝐷𝐵) in the diagram, the system will
converge toward𝐶(1, 1), whichmeans that the suppliers both
choose cooperation strategy. The selection of strategy
depends on the size of the areas𝑀,𝑁.

The size of area𝑁 is

𝑆𝑁 = 1 − [𝛾𝑘
2
𝑑𝑘
2
𝑐𝑘
2
+ (1 + 𝛾𝑘

2
) (𝑑𝑘
2
𝛽𝑘𝑛𝑘 − 𝑓𝑘

2
)]

[2 (1 + 𝛾𝑘
2
) (2𝛽𝑘 − 𝜌𝑘) 𝑑𝑘

2
𝑛𝑘]

− [𝛾𝑘
1
𝑑𝑘
1
𝑐𝑘
1
+ (1 + 𝛾𝑘

1
) (𝑑𝑘
1
𝛽𝑘𝑛𝑘 − 𝑓𝑘

1
)]

2 (1 + 𝛾𝑘
1
) (2𝛽𝑘 − 𝜌𝑘) 𝑑𝑘

1
𝑛𝑘 .

(10)

From the analysis, some important conclusions can be
drawn.

Proposition 1. The larger the spillover effect coefficients of
product for supplier I and supplier II are, the greater the moti-
vation of cooperation will be, then the higher the probability of
cooperation will be.

Confirmation is

𝜕𝑆𝑁𝜕𝛾𝑘
1

= 𝑑𝑘
1
𝑐𝑘
1

[2 (1 + 𝛾𝑘
1
)2 (𝜌𝑘 − 2𝛽𝑘) 𝑑𝑘

1
𝑛𝑘] > 0. (11)

This is because the total production cost of the contract
will decrease due to the larger spillover effect coefficient, in
which conditions the suppliers are more willing to develop a
cooperative relationship.

Further, the second-order partial derivative is obtained:

𝜕2𝑆𝑁
𝜕 (𝛾𝑘
1
)2 = −

𝑑𝑘
1
𝑐𝑘
1

[2 (1 + 𝛾𝑘
1
)3 (𝜌𝑘 − 2𝛽𝑘) 𝑑𝑘

1
𝑛𝑘] < 0. (12)

The confirmation of supplier II is the same as (11) and (12).
This means that the probability of cooperation increases with
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the increasing spillover effect coefficient, while the growth
trend is decreased gradually.

Proposition 2. The probability of cooperation between suppli-
ers is correlated positively with the order quantity and the unit
production cost of product but negatively with the cooperation
cost.

Confirmation is

𝜕𝑆𝑁𝜕𝑑𝑘
1

= 𝑓𝑘
1

[2 (𝑑𝑘
1
)2 (𝜌𝑘 − 2𝛽𝑘) 𝑛𝑘] > 0,

𝜕𝑆𝑁𝜕𝑐𝑘
1

= 𝛾𝑘
1
𝑐𝑘
1[2 (1 + 𝛾𝑘

1
) (𝜌𝑘 − 2𝛽𝑘) 𝑑𝑘

1
𝑛𝑘] > 0,

𝜕𝑆𝑁𝜕𝑓𝑘
1

= 1
[2 (𝜌𝑘 − 2𝛽𝑘) 𝑑𝑘

1
𝑛𝑘] < 0.

(13)

The confirmation of supplier II is the same as (13).
This proposition represents that when the order quantity

of the product and the unit production cost of product
become larger, the total production cost of the contract will
increase, which means that the production risk is higher, and
the motivation that each supplier inclines to cooperate with
each other to reduce risk costs will become stronger. Under
such circumstances, the probability of cooperation will be
higher correspondingly. In addition, when the cooperation
cost increases, then the higher risk will result in a higher
probability of cooperation between suppliers.

Proposition 3. The probability of cooperation has no concern
with the unit price of the product paid by the owner for both
suppliers (𝑚𝑘), while it is positively related to the unit incentive
price (𝑛𝑘) and the probability of succeeding in improving the
quality and in reducing production time when both suppliers
choose cooperation strategy (𝜌𝑘).

Confirmation is

𝜕𝑆𝑁𝜕𝑛𝑘 =
[𝛾𝑘
1
𝑑𝑘
1
𝑐𝑘
1
− (1 + 𝛾𝑘

1
) 𝑓𝑘
1
]

[2 (1 + 𝛾𝑘
1
) (2𝛽𝑘 − 𝜌𝑘) (𝑛𝑘)2 𝑑𝑘

1
]

+ [𝛾𝑘
2
𝑑𝑘
2
𝑐𝑘
2
− (1 + 𝛾𝑘

2
) 𝑓𝑘
2
]

[2 (1 + 𝛾𝑘
2
) (2𝛽𝑘 − 𝜌𝑘) (𝑛𝑘)2 𝑑𝑘

2
] > 0,

𝜕𝑆𝑁𝜕𝜌𝑘 =
[𝛾𝑘
2
𝑑𝑘
2
𝑐𝑘
2
+ (1 + 𝛾𝑘

2
) (𝑑𝑘
2
𝛽𝑘𝑛𝑘 − 𝑓𝑘

2
)]

[2 (1 + 𝛾𝑘
2
) (2𝛽𝑘 − 𝜌𝑘)2 𝑑𝑘

2
𝑛𝑘] > 0.

(14)

The conclusion is in accordancewith intuition.Thehigher
the incentive intensity obtained from the owner and the
higher the probability of success when both suppliers cooper-
ate, the higher the profit the suppliers will obtain. Therefore,
the suppliers will be more willing to choose cooperation
strategy.

Proposition 4. When 𝑟11 + 𝑟12 > 2𝑟1 and 𝑟21 + 𝑟22 > 2𝑟2,
the probability of cooperation will be correlated positively with
the probability of succeeding in improving the quality and in
reducing production time when only one supplier chooses a
cooperation strategy (𝛽𝑘); but when 𝑟11 + 𝑟12 < 2𝑟1 and𝑟21 + 𝑟22 < 2𝑟2, the probability of cooperation will be correlated
negatively with the probability of succeeding in improving the
quality and in reducing production timewhen only one supplier
chooses cooperation strategy (𝛽𝑘).

Confirmation is

𝜕𝑆𝑁𝜕𝛽𝑘
= [𝜌𝑘𝑑𝑘

1
𝑛𝑘 (1 + 𝛾𝑘

1
) + 2𝛾𝑘

1
𝑑𝑘
1
𝑐𝑘
1
− 2 (1 + 𝛾𝑘

1
) 𝑓𝑘
1
]

[2 (1 + 𝛾𝑘
1
) (2𝛽𝑘 − 𝜌𝑘)2 𝑛𝑘𝑑𝑘

1
]

+ [𝜌𝑘𝑑𝑘
2
𝑛𝑘 (1 + 𝛾𝑘

2
) + 2𝛾𝑘

2
𝑑𝑘
2
𝑐𝑘
2
− 2 (1 + 𝛾𝑘

2
) 𝑓𝑘
2
]

[2 (1 + 𝛾𝑘
2
) (2𝛽𝑘 − 𝜌𝑘)2 𝑛𝑘𝑑𝑘

2
]

> 0.

(15)

This means that the impact of the increase of 𝛽𝑘 on the
probability of cooperation is not monotonous. Due to the
increase of 𝛽𝑘, the negative impact of noncooperation on
profits is decreasing, thereby the suppliers’ concerns about
risks being reduced. When the expected incentive income of
both suppliers choosing to cooperate is higher than a certain
degree (twice the extra cost due to cooperation), the increase
of 𝛽𝑘 can promote cooperation between suppliers effectively.
But when the expected incentive income of both suppliers
choosing to cooperate is lower than a certain degree (twice
the extra cost due to cooperation), it means that the expected
incentive income of both suppliers choosing to cooperate is
not high enough to weaken the negative effects of nonco-
operation on profits (the increase of 𝛽𝑘). Meanwhile, the
willingness of noncooperation will be significantly increased,
resulting in a decline in the probability of cooperation.

4. An Application

To aid a further understanding, an application of the model
is conducted in this section. The main objective is to explore
the cooperation tendency between suppliers in the delivery
phase.The data of the parameters setting, as shown in Table 2,
are collected from one highway project in Eastern China
based on the survey.

4.1. Parameters Setting. Five products in the highway projects
are taken as the example. The parameters can be classified
into two types, namely, internal parameters and external
parameters.

4.1.1. Internal Parameters. The internal parameters are main-
ly manifested in the elements regarding the suppliers’ pro-
duction capacity, which consist of order quantity (𝑑𝑘

𝑖
), unit
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Table 2: Parameters setting in the simulation.

Products 𝑘 𝑑𝑘
1

𝑐𝑘
1

𝛾𝑘
1

𝑓𝑘
1

𝑑𝑘
2

𝑐𝑘
2

𝛾𝑘
2

𝑓𝑘
2

𝑚𝑘 𝑛𝑘 𝜌𝑘 𝛽𝑘
(1) 1.00 0.33 0.17 0.47 0.88 0.24 0.09 0.36 3.23 1.56 0.53 0.21
(2) 0.87 0.25 0.09 0.31 0.90 0.34 0.15 0.30 4.11 1.40 0.26 0.11
(3) 0.93 0.27 0.14 0.32 0.98 0.31 0.11 0.32 3.85 1.53 0.40 0.16
(4) 1.00 0.34 0.14 0.29 0.81 0.40 0.11 0.20 4.02 1.50 0.31 0.18
(5) 0.95 0.31 0.12 0.34 1.00 0.40 0.09 0.38 3.37 1.44 0.50 0.22

production cost (𝑐𝑘
𝑖
), cost externality coefficient (𝛾𝑘

𝑖
), and

cooperation cost (𝑓𝑘
𝑖
).

4.1.2. External Parameters. The external parameters are
determined by the interactions between multistakeholders in
themarket, such as unit price paid by the owner (𝑚𝑘) and unit
incentive price paid by the owner (𝑛𝑘). The probabilities of
success when both suppliers choose to cooperate (𝜌𝑘) or
only one supplier chooses to cooperate (𝛽𝑘) are also very
important parameters.

The parameters mentioned above are the input data of
the model. Besides, there are another two key parameters, 𝑥
and 𝑦, which depict the initial cooperation tendency of the
system. After setting the initial value of 𝑥 and 𝑦, the
evolutionary cooperation tendency can be noted clearly by
using the replicator dynamic equations (7). The simulation
experiments are conducted on the platform of MATLAB
R2016b.

4.2. Results Analysis. There are five groups of products
needed in the delivery phase. Each kind of supplier is respon-
sible for providing all five kinds of products for the owner.
Whether to develop cooperative relationships between sup-
pliers depends on each supplier’s production capacity and
market parameters for different products.

In this section, five simulation experiments are conducted
to explore the evolutionary processes of the five products,
as shown in Figures 2, 3, and 4. In these three figures, the
solid lines represent the possibility of supplier I taking a
cooperative strategy, while the dotted lines represent the
cooperation tendency of supplier II selecting a cooperative
strategy. The results of the simulation can be divided into
three types.

Type 1. In this type, the replicator dynamic systems of the
suppliers who provide products 1, 3, and 5 converge to the
ESS(1, 1) in 200 simulations. These results are consistent with
the discussions appearing above in this paper. The scenarios
of products 1, 3, and 5 meet the conditions of category 6;
namely, 2𝛽𝑘 − 𝜌𝑘 < 0, 𝑟12 < 𝑟1 < 𝑟11, and 𝑟22 <𝑟2 < 𝑟21. However, even with the same initial settings (𝑥 =0.7, 𝑦 = 0.35), the cooperation tendencies of each system are
different. By contrast, the convergence speed of Figure 2(a)
is the highest, while the convergence speed of Figure 2(b)
is the lowest, and thereby both suppliers agree to cooperate
after 180 simulations. It is also worth noting that in Figures
2(a)-2(b) for products 1 and 3, the cooperation tendency of

supplier I drops to a certain degree but then rises rapidly and
converges to the ESS, whereas, in Figure 2(c), the cooperation
tendency of supplier I grows steadily and converges to the
ESS after 120 simulations.Themain reason is that the revenue
of supplier I is not high enough at the beginning, but it
improves gradually with supplier II’s increasingwillingness to
cooperate in Figures 2(a)-2(b) for products 1 and 3. Finally, in
Figure 2 for products 1, 3, and 5, ESS(1, 1) is achieved.

Type 2. In this type, both suppliers who provide product 2 are
notwilling to cooperatewith each other after 200 simulations.
Even at the beginning, the initial parameters setting (𝑥 =0.8, 𝑦 = 0.55) is relatively higher than the condition in the
first type. The scenarios of product 2 meet the conditions of
category 1; namely, 𝑟1 ≥ max(𝑟11, 𝑟12) and 𝑟2 ≥ max(𝑟21, 𝑟22).
Then, the extra costs are too high, and the expected incentive
incomes are relatively lower; following that the cooperation
tendencies of both suppliers drop sharply and converge to
ESS(0, 0) after 60 simulations.

Type 3. In this type, the replicator dynamic system of the
suppliers who provide product 4 converges to ESS(0, 1) in 200
simulations. The scenarios of product 4 meet the conditions
of category 2, which are 2𝛽𝑘 − 𝜌𝑘 ≥ 0, 𝑟1 ≥ max(𝑟11, 𝑟12),
and 𝑟21 < 𝑟2 < 𝑟22. Although the initial cooperation tendency
setting of supplier I (𝑥 = 0.8) is relatively higher than
the condition in the first type, the extra cost is too high
and the expected incentive income is relatively lower so that
supplier I is notwilling to choose cooperation strategy.On the
contrary, for supplier II who provides product 4, although the
probability of success is relatively lower when both suppliers
choose to cooperate with each other, the expected incentive
income is higher than its extra cost. So, supplier II is willing
to select cooperation strategy. However, due to the situation
that supplier I does not prefer to cooperate with supplier II,
the cooperation tendency of supplier II grows slightly. Finally,
ESS(0, 1) is achieved.

4.3. Management Insights. Although there are spillover
effects on knowledge and technology, the owner of the major
projects prefers promoting suppliers to develop stable coop-
erative relationships so as to improve the product quality,
increase productivity, and reduce the production cost. It
can be seen from the application that multistakeholders can
influence behaviors mutually, while a multiple key factors
also affect their behaviors. Therefore, the following recom-
mendations for participatedmultistakeholders can be drawn,
according to the game analysis above during delivery period.
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Figure 2: The evolutionary processes of products 1, 3, and 5.

4.3.1. Recommendations to the Suppliers. Based on the anal-
ysis above, higher production quantity, production cost, cost
externality coefficient, and the probability of success during
cooperation, as well as lower cooperation cost, can promote
the suppliers to develop a cooperative relationship with each
other.Therefore, for those suppliers who meet the conditions
above, the best decision is to try their best to seek for the
opportunities to cooperate with other suppliers that provide
the same product for the project owner in the industry.

4.3.2. Recommendations to the Owner. The main manage-
ment sights are mainly manifested in the recommendations
for the owner who looks forward to promoting the devel-
opment of cooperative relationships between suppliers. On
one hand, the influencing factors which are directly related to

the owner are order quantity (𝑑𝑘
𝑖
) and unit incentive price

paid by the owner (𝑛𝑘). The game model has shown that the
increased order quantity and unit incentive price can be the
force to strengthen the cooperation tendency of suppliers.
Therefore, firstly, the larger the order quantity is, the more
willing the suppliers are to choose cooperation strategy.
Secondly, the owner should pay attention to the incentive
mechanism. The higher the incentive intensity is, the more
the incentive to achieve cooperation between suppliers will
be. The owner should raise the incentive intensity to the sup-
plier. For example, the owner applies a higher price subsidy to
the supplier in the contract for the amortization of the
automation equipment purchase and the plant construction
cost. It aims to realize the incentive to the increase in the
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Figure 3: The evolutionary process of product 2.
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Figure 4: The evolutionary process of product 4.

supplier’s production capacity. Besides, cost sharing incentive
mechanism can also be adopted in the contract.

On the other hand, there are several influencing factors
which are indirectly related to the owner, such as the
probabilities of success (𝜌𝑘 and 𝛽𝑘) and cooperation cost
(𝑓𝑘
𝑖
). Thereby, the supplier development program should be

introduced to the major project construction management
[45]. In addition to the incentive mechanism mentioned
above, there is also a need to strengthen information com-
munications with suppliers. For instance, the owner can set
up permanent staff in the suppliers so as to allow suppliers
to understand the owner’s demands more clearly. Moreover,
the owner can provide managerial and technical support for
the suppliers and encourage them to carry out technological
innovation. Then, the probabilities of success (𝜌𝑘 and 𝛽𝑘)
can be increased through the supplier development program,

while the cooperation cost can be further reduced. There-
fore, the probability of supplier cooperation can be greatly
improved.

5. Conclusions

The issue of promoting stable cooperation among suppliers
has become highly relevant to both academics and practi-
tioners. In order to analyze the cooperation tendency among
prefabrication suppliers in major construction projects, this
paper builds an evolutionary game model to evaluate the
supplier-supplier relationship. The payoff matrix among dif-
ferent kinds of suppliers under different strategies is given
and the replicator dynamic system is formulated. Then,
fourteen “when-then” type scenarios are concluded. The
equilibrium points and local stabilities of each scenario are
analyzed as well. The fourteen “when-then” type scenarios
can be classified into six different evolutionary tracks. In
addition, the critical influencing factors and their impacts
on cooperation have been investigated. The probability of
cooperation between suppliers is positively correlated with
order quantity, unit production cost, spillover effect coef-
ficient, unit incentive price, and the success possibility but
negatively with the cooperation cost, while it has no concern
with the unit price of the product. To verify the theoretical
results, simulation experiments come out with significant
results: the suppliers’ production capacity, owner-supplier
contract, and the owner’s incentivemechanism directly influ-
ence the cooperation tendency of suppliers. The research
also shows that multisuppliers can influence each other’s
behavior.

Based on the evolutionary game analysis, the impor-
tant management insights obtained in this research suggest
broad practical strategies for cooperation in prefabrication
production, including promoting cooperation in the projects
with large demand, strengthening the incentive mecha-
nism construction, and introducing supplier development
program.

This study can help the owner to promote developing
cooperative relationships between suppliers in major con-
struction projects.There are also some limitations that should
be investigated in the future work, such as the fair preference
of each player and the collusion behaviors’ influence. These
elements would have great influences over the cooperation
tendency among suppliers. Taking these elements into con-
sideration can help this research lookmore close to the reality
and help the practitioners improve their understanding of
cooperation. These will be studied in future work.
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